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NOMENCLATURE :
heuristic - Rule-of-thumb, common sense knowledge.
Literally ‘discovered knowledge’.
unit commitment - The process of determining which subset of a 
collection of generating units can be most 
economically scheduled for a given time period and 
load condition.
expert system - A program which combines human expert knowledge 
for a specific problem domain with an artificial 
reasoning mechanism (inference engine).
fact -Astatementinanexpertsystemknowledgebase
representing data or a known relation.
rule -Astatementinanexpertsystemknowledgebase
expressing expert knowledge in an 
if condition - then action form.
knowledge-base - Portion of an expert system containing facts and 
rules.
rule-base - The collection of rules in an expert system knowledge 
. base.
inference engine - Expert system control system which determines logic 
of rule firing.
PROLOG -Alogicbasedartificialintelligenceprogramming
language used for expert systems.
0P§5 - A LISP based expert system shell/programming language
used for creating expert systems.
forced outage - Unplanned generating unit outage (breakdown).
viii
priority list - List ofgeneratmg units arrangedinorderof 
unit fuel efficiency.
heat rate - A measure of generating unit fuel efficiency.
spinning reserve - Generating capacity which must be kept on line to 
anticipate forced outages and emergency power needs.
must-run unit - Generating unit which will always be committed if 
available. -
base-loaded unit - Same as must-run unit.
search window - A restricted subset of all available units,
Which will be examined for potential unit commitment 
combinations.
ABSTRACT
Tyson, Robert Earl. M.S.E.E., Purdue University. May 1989. An Expert Sys­
tem For Unit Commitment. Major Professor: Gerald T. Heydt.
Methods used to solve the unit commitment problem of power generating 
systems should give a solution which is both feasible and optimal, and should 
be flexible enough to be rapidly and easily reimplemented in response to a 
changing and unpredictable environment. An expert system is proposed which 
incorporates both heuristic and numerical optimization methods to achieve 
such a solution. The expert system acts like a preprocessor for data which is to 
be used by a Dynamic Programming routine to determine the most economical 
schedule of generating units. After the schedule has been generated, the expert 
system acts like a postprocessor to check the feasibility of the schedule and 
make recommendations for changes to achieve a better schedule.
ICHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation and Goals
The unit commitment problem is basically an attempt to answer the 
power scheduler/dispatcher’s question: what generating units can I safely turn 
off at any given time, and thereby save money, while still meeting the load 
demands and other requirements of the generating system. Methods used to 
answer this question have ranged from simple common sense reasoning, to 
some of the most difficult of Operations Research methods, involving linear 
and non-linear programming and their many variations. Until relatively 
recently, traditional unit commitment methods have been largelv heuristic, 
that is based on rules of thumb and common sense reasoning. 120! For the 
past era of relatively cheap fuels, and smaller, simpler systems, the 
experienced scheduler s knowledge of the variables and constraints which 
affect, the economical scheduling of a system of generating units was sufficient 
to guarantee an economically acceptable unit commitment schedule. However, 
because of the increasing size and complexity of the modern interconnected 
power system and the volatile nature of fuel costs, more rigorously optimized 
solutions have become a subject of great interest to power system planners. 
Nearly fuel costs for even a moderate size power system are typicallv in the 
100’s of millions of dollars range, il; Therefore, savings of even a fraction of a 
percent can be very significant.
Motivated by increasing economic need to find methods of optimizing 
generation scheduling, many mathematical programming methods have been 
proposed and used with a certain amount of success. However, the size of 
present day systems (numbers of generating units) and the number of system 
constraints which must be included in the problem, generally make a truly 
optimal solution computationally impossible. Practical solutions invariably 
rely on a combination of heuristics to restrict the number of generating unit 
combinations which must be considered and on approximations which allow 
certain constraints to be ignored. [19] The solutions achieved thereby, though
‘1
sub-optimal, often yield significant savings over strictly heuristic methods. 
However, a problem which often results from the sophistication of these 
methods, is that non-expert dispatch staff is no longer able to carry out 
routine unit commitment without expert help. As the amount of required in- 
service generation capacity is non-deterministic and relies on forecasts of many 
uncertain and rapidly changing variables (weather, forced outages, etc) the 
loss of flexibility entailed in the use of a highly sophisticated mathematical 
computer package is a built in liability. In addition, future changes in network 
configuration and system operation policies generally require the assistance of 
a professional programmer.
Three concerns, then, are central to the unit commitment problem:
1) Feasibility - The schedule developed must not violate important 
system constraints, or require excessive computation time or 
memory.
2) Flexibility - Commitment schedules must be easily reworked to 
meet an ever changing and unpredictable environment.
3) Optimality - The most economical schedule must be achieved.
The primary focus of this thesis is to discus the problems that currently 
exist with unit commitment methods and to show the value of an Expert 
Systems approach in minimizing these problems. A hybrid Expert System - 
Dynamic Programming approach will be proposed- as an example which 
incorporates the benefits of both heuristic and mathematical programming 
methods. A simple unit commitment expert system prototype will be 
developed to illustrate both the expert systems concept and its operation in a 
unit commitment context.
1.2 Literature Summary
1.2.1 Unit commitment models
In its worst form, the unit commitment problem is a problem of 
combinatorics, similar in some ways to the classical traveling salesman 
problem in which an optimal shortest path must be found amongst many non 
-optimal paths. In this case the shortest path we are interested in is the one 
combination of generating units out of many such combinations, which yields 
the most economical output of power. A system with n generating units 
represents (S^n)-I1 possible combinations of units for each time period, or 
((2 n)-l)m combinations for m periods. [24] This is a number that quickly
3grows to astronomical proportions for even modest values of n. For any 
system of sufficient size to warrant the use of mathematical programming 
techniques it can easily be seen that taken as a purely combinatorial problem, 
a brute-force solution would be intractable due to the excessive computational 
time and/or storage space required. All unit commitment schemes therefore 
depend on some method for narrowing the search space of possible unit 
combinations by eliminating infeasible combinations from consideration.
If the only objective in unit commitment was to supply the system load 
demand while minimizing fuel costs, the unit com m itment problem would be 
trivial. For thermal units it would be sufficient to schedule units against an 
established load forecast by committing individual units in the order of their 
known fuel efficiencies. As the load increased beyond the fully loaded capacity 
of the running units, the next most efficient available unit would be brought 
on line. Similarly as load demand dropped, units would be shut down one by 
one beginning with the least efficient units. In fact, until relatively recently, 
one variation or an other of this method (known as priority listing) has been 
the predominant method for actual unit com m itment.  [7,13]
Unfortunately, there are many constraints on system operation that must 
be taken into account to achieve a unit commitment solution that truly 
minimizes costs or at least approaches a minimal cost solution for a real 
system. Some of the most commonly mentioned are:
All Systems:
System security - (spinning reserve) reserve generating capacity to
protect against unexpected outage of units.
- Minimum and maximum unit generation levels.
Scheduled maintenance outages
- Inclusion of transmission losses in generating costs.
Thermal Systems:





- Hydro Systems '
- Minimum and maximum reservoir levels.
Irrigation and recreational water requirements.
- Inter-tie demands with thermal systems.
Multiple reservoir system flow coordination.
The construction of a mathematical model taking such constraints into 
consideration presents a formidable problem.
1.2.2 Heuristic methods
Heuristic solutions to unit commitment typically involve a scheme for 
prioritizing the commitment order of generating units, based on unit 
efficiencies, must run requirements, maintenance scheduling and many other 
constraints. The great virtue of this approach is that a feasible solution is 
guaranteed. A workable* economized schedule will always result, though with 
no guarantee of optimality. In addition, the simplicity of this approach, 
coupled with the experienced scheduler’s knowledge of the system’s operation, 
allows a maximum of flexibility in altering: schedules to meet unpredictable 
changes in the load (weather changes, user demand), unit availability (forced 
outages and inaccurate scheduled maintenance downtime estimates), and 
purchase capacity of neighboring utilities. The liability of purely heuristic 
methods is the lack of any guarantee of optimality. For large systems it can 
be shown that a non-optimal solution is practically assured. jl3i
There are two basic variations of the priority list approach: static
priority lists and dynamic priority lists. The static method is the simplest and 
most straight-forward method of all unit commitment methods'and also the 
most approximate. With this method, each unit is assigned a fixed prioritv 
ranking, thereby establishing a strict hierarchy of commitment order. The 
priorities are established on the basis of fuel efficiency, (avg fuel cost plus 
start-up costs), at some established output level, usually near full capacity; 
The defect of this method is that the heat rate curves upon which efficiency is 
based are generally non-linear. A statically determined hierarchy determined 
at one level of output may not accurately represent the true hierarchy at other 
levels of output.
The dynamic method is similar to the static method with the exception 
that it also takes into account the non-linear nature of the heat rates. In this 
approach a modified optimal dispatch program is run at several levels of
output covering the normal operating ranges of the units. Ordering of the 
priority of the units is determined by comparing the costs of various 
combinations ol units at each level of output. In effect several parallel priority 
lists are generated with this method.
1.2.3 Dynamic programming.
Dynamic programming (DP) is a method developed by Bellman, et. al., 
by which certain classes of combinatorial problems which can be structured as 
a series of decision stages, can be solved within reasonable time limits. Each 
stage must consist of the alternate states which the system could achieve, 
based on the decisions made at the preceding stage. The achievement of any 
particular state must be dependent only on the decisions taken at the stage 
immediately preceding it, and can therefore be considered independent of 
decisions taken before the immediately preceding stage. This allows any state 
to be considered as an initial point in a search subpath. [24] Usually the stages 
will represent discrete times or time intervals and it is from this ‘decision 
making over time’ quality that the name dynamic programming arose. 
However, DP may be applied to staged problems of a non-temporal nature 
and therefore the more general name multistage programming is sometimes 
used.
The advantage of DP is the great reduction in the search space, or 
number of alternate paths which must be explored. This means that a 
solution can often be found within so-called polynomial time limits when 
brute force enumeration of the same problems may require a solution time 
which increases exponentially as the scope of the problem increases linearly, 
and is therefore impractical for any but trivially small problems.
Unlike linear programming, there is no standard formal mathematical 
characterization of DP. Instead, DP is a general approach to problem solving 
which seeks to eliminate unnecessarily repeated decisions or computations in 
problems where many combinations of the same type of decision must be 
made to reach a solution. The basis for DP operation is the so-called ‘principle 
of optimality’ which states ‘An optimal policy (path) must contain only 
optimal subpolicies (subpaths).’[2] Thus, for any given state, the optimal 
subpath from there on can be determined without respect to any decisions 
which preceded the achievement of that state. As the determination of optimal 
paths from the states in the stages immediately preceding the goal state are 
trivial, it becomes practical to work backwards by stages from the goal state. 
Much work is thereby eliminated since the optimal subpaths, once determined
6for the states in any stage, can be stored, eliminating the need to continually 
recalculate the ’tail’ portions shared in common by the many alternate paths. 
Note that there is no reason that the initial state could not be considered a 
goal state, and an optimal path determined by working forward towards the 
actual goal state. This is referred to as forward dynamic programming, while 
the former approach is, called, reasonably enough, backward dynamic 
programming. [231.
The method of dynamic programming may be easily seen in a simple 
example. A classical problem from Operations Research is the famous 
‘traveling salesman problem’, presented here in a simplified form. [3] A 
salesman must travel from city A to city N and desires to go by the shortest 
route. He must travel from West to East through four contiguous sales 
districts enroute to his final destination, but he need stop in only one of 
several possible cities in each district. Each city is connected by a road to each 
of the cities in its neighboring districts, so that from any given city he always 
has a choice of several alternate routes to the final destination. A ‘road map’ 
graph representing this problem is given in Figure 1. 1. The arc values are the 
distances between cities. In this example there are 72 possible routes to choose 
from, and we could with a modest amount of effort add up all the mileages, 
compare the totals and pick the best route. This is the brute force°Or 
completely enumerated solution. It should also be apparent that if his journey 
were to be increased in scope to cover more than four districts, or if there were 
more than three or four possible cities in each district the number of routes we 
would have to compare would soon become enormous.
In a dynamic programming approach the sales districts would correspond 
to the stages and the cities in each district to the possible states that could be 
attained. Starting at the goal city, we move back to the cities of the. previous 
stage and record, the optimal path mileages from each city to the goal city, in 
this case just the mileages listed on our map. Now we move back to the next 
previous stage and calculate a best path to the goal from each city there. 
These best paths will be the minimum of the sums of the distance to a next- 
stage city plus the next stage city’s optimal onward path mileage. Thus at 
every stage the optimal onward path will be recorded for each city. Note, 
however, that this calculation is only made once for each city. As each city is 
a member of many alternative paths, in the fully enumerated solution each 
city’s optimal onward path would effectively be calculated mahy times.
Figure 1.2 shows the graph of our cities with their optimal subpath 
mileages and the ultimate optimal path indicated. Here we have used the 
forward method, starting from the initial city A. The minimum cost paths in 
the first stage may be read directly from the map, and are ‘stored5 in each 
node, e.g. B/5. At the second stage, e.g. city E, the minimum of several 
alternate paths to each city must be determined by adding the onward 
mileage from each connected city in the previous stage to that city’s stored 
optimal path value. In this case the optimal subpath to city E is through city 
C and its value is 10. This value is stored, thereby eliminating the need to 
repeat the calculation of this portion for paths which contain it. Finally the 
minimum cost path is found to be A-C-E-I-L-N, with a cost of 19. The 
important point to illustrate here, however, is that out of a possible 72 
alternate paths, only 13 were actually calculated.
1.2.4 Artificial intelligence/expert systems
Since the emergence of Artificial Intelligence as a discipline from the 
background of computer science in the early 1960’s, there has been a slow but 
steadily growing interest in all areas of engineering in the possible applications 
of these new computer methods to engineering problems. [4,5j Like many new 
technical developments which are not clearly understood by observers outside 
the area, the development of Artificial Intelligence has been accompanied by a 
certain amount of exaggerated expectation and claims. In actuality while most 
Al research has resulted in very interesting theoretical developments, few 
practical applications have so far proven viable. One exception is Expert 
Systems, for which successful practical applications are being found in almost 
all domains which involve human-computer interaction. rIS!
An expert system is basically a program written to solve problems in 
ways that human experts would solve them. Typical uses have been as 
consultants, monitors, designers, problem solvers and tutors. The details of 
expert systems vary greatly depending on the language used and the 
implementation, but the characteristic architecture of expert systems is: a 
knowledge base containing rules and facts, an inference engine which uses a 
reasoning strategy to decide which rules to apply, and a user interface which is 
responsible for making the system’s operation transparent to the user and for 
coordinating input and output (see fig. 1.3). The expert systems concept 
developed from a branch of artificial intelligence research known as production 
systems. A production system is basically a knowledge representation model, 
though the term production system has also come to be used synonymously
I i ■' !
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Figure 1.1 Road map network
Figure 1.2 Optimal subpath distances
for the programming languages which implement production systems. Simply 
stated a production system is a program consisting of a control system 
(inference engine) which applies a set of rules to a global data base. The set of 
rules, known as production rules, are of an if condition - then action form. 
The function of the control system is to determine which rule is applied next. 
An important point to note, however, is that there is no inherent order in 
which the rules are to be applied. The order of rule application, or ‘firing’ as 
it is known, is instead determined by the data which is present in the global 
data base at the time of rule selection.
The importance of data in determining flow of control is a primary 
characteristic of most artificial intelligence programs. Whereas control of 
program flow in structured languages like FORTRA-N and Pascal proceeds in 
a predefined sequentially ordered series of statements, production systems 
languages (and most Al languages) have no sequential ordering. Instead, rules 
are ‘fired’ if their conditions are matched by the data in the global data base. 
The choice of which rule to fire first, when more than one rule is matched by 
the data base, is handled by the control strategy built in to the inference 
engine. This strategy varies somewhat from language to language, but 
considerations such as how recently a rule had previously been fired, or the 
number of conditions which must be satisfied to fire it, are examples of factors 
used in determining the next rule firing. Some of these considerations have 
been chosen because of presumed similarities to human neural functioning, or 
to reasoning processes. But the important concept in rule-based expert 
systems is that knowledge expressed in an if condition-then action rule format 
seems to be the natural way in which human experts express their knowledge.
An interesting question often asked by numerical language programmers 
about Al applications is: ‘Why can’t I do that with FORTRAN? What can 
be done with symbolic languages, Al languages, that is not possible with the 
traditional languages I am used to ?’ The answer to that question for most 
applications has to do with considerations of efficiency and ease of 
programming. There are certain problem domains for which numerical, 
procedural languages are ideally suited and unstructured, symbolic, Al 
languages are not. Well defined, highly sequential, highly structured 
problems, or problems involving extensive numerical calculation or 
approximations are problems of this type. For these types of application, 
FORTRAN-Iike languages are clearly superior to Al languages which would be 
very slow and inefficient.
On the other hand, problems which are at once complex and ill-defined, 
for which, extensive interaction with the environment (users or sensors) is 
required, or which are required to represent vague rule-of-thumb knowledge 
which is difficult to implement in numerical languages, are much more 
effectively handled by Al languages. This is due to the inherently flexible 
control structure and built in user interface facilities usually found in such 
languages. [18]
1.3 Organization of Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized into three additional chapters. 
In Chapter Two the operation of a proposed expert system for unit 
commitment is explained. In Chapter Three examples of the expert system 
operation and user/system interaction are given. Chapter Four presents 
conclusions and recommendations for further research. Finally, source files for 
the expert system software and examples are included in the Appendices.
12
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Figure 1.3 Expert system architecture
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CHAPTER TWO
EXPERT SYSTEM/DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING HYBRID UNIT
COMMITMENT PROGRAM
2.1 Introduction
I-nit commitment scheduling is an example of a problem which 
incorporates extensive numerical computation and yet requires heuristic 
guidelines to function efficiently. The numerical aspect of the unit 
commitment process is the classical optimal economic dispatch, which is a 
numerical optimization problem. This is the problem which must be solved to 
determine the cost of any given combination of generating units for a given 
level of generating output. It is ideally suited for solution by a sequential, 
structured, numerical language. Many well tested methods exist for its
solution, the simplest being Lagrangian multiplier minimization.
The heuristic aspect of unit commitment is required by the extreme 
combinatorial complexity in finding the best of the above costs for the various 
possible combination of units over the time periods of interest. Here we have 
a problem that
1) is extremely complex, with many constraints which make exact 
modeling very difficult;
2) is very changeable, with new data (outages, weather related load 
changes, etc) being added to the data base on an ongoing basis:
3) requires a high degree of user interaction and expertise for its 
proper use.
AU these characteristics strongly recommend an expert systems approach.
The focus of this chapter is to propose a hybrid expert system/dynamic 
programming program for the solution of the unit commitment problem. The 
three concerns of schedule feasibility,- program flexibility and optimality are 
not satisfactorily achieved by either purely heuristic or numerical methods. A 
program which couples an efficient numerical optimization program with an 
expert system which can encompass the heuristic knowledge of an experienced
14
scheduler is a possible solution to this problem. The significant features of the 
hybrid expert system thus developed are:
1) User interface/expert consultant, to make possible the use of the 
program by non-expert users through its ability to guide the user 
through important decision making processes in the problem set 
up period.
2) Knowledge base containing expert knowledge of both schedulers 
and mathematical programmers* represented by if/then rule 
statements.
3) Coordinates the mathematical programming algorithm input- 
output with expert knowledge base (rules) and data (facts). 
Guides the user in relaxing marginal constraints, which will remain 
outside the scope of the u.c. algorithm, thereby insuring a feasible 
solution within economic time/storage limits. Accounts for relaxed 
constraints by adjusting data and input parameters.
4) Provides a flexible program structure that is easily adaptable to 
changes in network configuration and system operation policy.
5) Answers user queries about any phase of the probiem set-up phase. 
Provides justification of the reasoning process it used in 
determining a schedule, allowing the user the option of accepting 
feasibility of the schedule or rerunning the program after adjusting 
input parameters if necessary.
2.2 Unit Commitment Expert System
The expert system functions in three important capacities: as a 
preprocessor of the DP data, as a postprocessor of the DP results, and as a 
consultant to the user. The primary purposes of the preprocessor function are 
to reduce the number of constraints which must be included in the DP 
algorithm and to minimize the number of possible unit combinations which 
must be considered by the DP algorithm. The postprocessor helps the user 
identify possible constraint violations in : the schedule generated. The 
consulting function of the expert system coordinates the user interface and the 
rule base which implement the pre/post processor activity,, anci answers user 
























Figure 2.1 Unit commitment expert system
2.2.1 Preprocessor
A primary function of the expert system is to act as a preprocessor for 
the data being used by the DP routine. The purpose of this preprocessing is 
first to limit the number of possible unit combinations considered by the DP 
algorithm, and second to guide the user in setting up the input data to 
accommodate operational constraints which are too difficult to include in the 
basic unit commitment algorithm. Both goals are accomplished through an 
interactive question and answer session during which the user will enter data 
and answer questions concerning constraints such as: must-run unit status, 
unit maintenance schedules, spinning reserve requirements, unit minimum up 
and down time, unit ramp rates, unit min and max generating limits, etc.
The efficiency of the dynamic programming algorithm depends on several 
methods to eliminate unnecessary consideration of infeasible combinations. 
First, like most dynamic programming approaches to unit commitment, 
priority ranking of the unite is used. By not allowing any unit to be 
committed before more efficient units higher in the priority list, many 
schedules which should never occur are eliminated. However, the heat rates 
upon which priority lists are based are generally non-linear and therefore the 
priority ordering of some units may not hold at all generating levels. For 
example, a particular unit which is relatively more efficient than other units 
near its maximum: output level might be considerably less efficient at lower 
output levels. To eliminate this source of error, units whose relative 
commitment priorities will never change can be grouped together. These, will 
usually be units with similar operating characteristics such as MW capacity, 
heat rate curve shape, run/down time requirements, and startup costs. Each 
group then represents a priority list for a given subset of units.
Secondly, the search window method of Pang and others '25 , is 
incorporated into the preprocessor functions of the expert system. CoUpled 
with priority ranking of units, this becomes the principal means of controlling 
the size of the search space of the DP routine and thus its efficiency. The 
Search window concept is implemented as follows: During any given hour one 
or more units in any group may be designated as must-run. Must-run units 
are those units for which there will never be any doubt about the need to 
commit them, either because of outstanding efficiency or exceptional capacity. 
These are sometimes referred to as ’base-loaded’ units. Similarly, certain units 
known to be unavailable due to scheduled or forced outage will be designated
as must-out. This information is requested by the system and supplied by the
ISome combination of the remaining available units must make up the 
difference between the load plus spinning reserve requirements, and the power 
supplied by the must-run units. The user will be asked to select a search 
window based on the minimum subset of available priority ordered units 
which will satisfy the remaining load. The window units from the various 
groups then, are those from which the DP algorithm must choose its 
combinations to consider for potential schedules. The term window is used 
because these are the group of units which the evaluation procedure effectively 
looks at. The window may also change from hour to hour and may or may 
not include all units available for commitment. Any units not included in the 
window and not classified as must-run cannot be committed in that hour, Le., 
they are relatively so inefficient that there can be no advantage to committing 
them. Peaking units, for example, may be excluded from the window during 
off-peak hours.
To achieve the most efficient solution it is advantageous to begin with the 
narrowest window possible which is still able to meet system security 
requirements. This width can be specified by the user or supplied as a default 
by the system based on expert knowledge incorporated in the knowledge base. 
The schedules thus achieved can be fine tuned by making adjustments to the 
width of the search window until a best cost schedule is verified.
Rules specifying classifications of units to groups, and determination of 
hourly status, Le., must-run, window, or excess, are incorporated in the 
preprocessor function of the expert system shell. In this way the data fed to 
the DP routine can be restricted to window units, thereby greatly reducing the 
search space which is ultimately considered.
.As an example, consider a model generating system consisting of a total 
of .12 generating units arbitrarily identified by the numbers I through 12. 
Typically a system will have a variety of unit sizes and types, with newer, 
more efficient (and often larger) units having been added over the years in 
response to increased population and industrial growth. From the data given 
for heat-rate, generating capacity, etc., groups can be formed within which 
consistent commitment priorities can be maintained. To simplify the example, 
however, let’s assume that priority rankings can consistently be maintained 
over the entire generation range for all units, Le., that no grouping is 
necessary, and that their priority ranking corresponds to their identifying 
numbers. AJso, assume that units 1-4, being the highest priority units, are 
always on line to handle the base-load and therefore have must-run status. 
Then, to establish the search window, we determine the minimum, number of
18
units which must Be on-line in the order of the priority list so as to meet the 
load plus the system spinning reserve requirements. That is, what ever units 
we select to be in the search window must at least have the combined capacity 
to meet the balance of the system load not met by the must-run units. In 
general the combined capacity of the search window units will be much higher 
than this, as it is only an optimal subset of these units, which will just meet 
the load, that we hope to commit.
Let us assume for this example that seven units taken in the order of the 
priority list, are the minimum needed to meet the load requirements. As our 
units have been conveniently numbered I to 12 this means the the search is 
performed about unit 7. By specifying the number of units included above 
and below unit seven we have chosen a search window. In this case let’s 
assume the search window consists of units 6 through 9. Then unit 5, in 
addition to units 1-4, becomes a must-run Unit since it is neither outaged or in 
the window, but is higher in priority than the window units. Units beyond 
unit 9 form a set of excess units which are not considered for commitment 
during the hour under consideration, (see figure 2.2). The advantage gained 
from this in terms of reduction of search space is that now there are only 15 
possible combinations of units to check, (2**n-l, n=4). Whereas there are 
4095 possible combinations if all 12 units are included in the search space.
The other important function of the expert system preprocessor is to 
eliminate the need to account for difficult constraints in the DP routine. The 
inclusion of a maximum number of realistic constraints in the unit 
commitment problem formulation is directly related to the optimality of the 
schedules achieved. The more approximate the model Used, the more 
approximate is the solution achieved. On the other hand the great number of 
constraints which must be considered not only makes the problem difficult to 
model but increases program execution time dramatically, (see figure 2.3). 
This is particularly true of time-dependent constraints such as unit minimum 
up and down times and ramping rates. However, if the assumption is made 
that a constraint will not be violated frequently, the constraint can be relaxed 
and dealt with externally to the optimization routine by adjusting the data 
fed to it by the preprocessor, or by checking for constraint violation after the 
schedule has been generated, (see section 2.2.2).
As an example involving both constraint relaxation and restriction of 
search window, suppose the fundamental system constraint, ie meeting the 
system load, could nearly be satisfied with one out of a small number of 
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improvement in program efficiency would be achieved by relaxing the load 
constraint, determining a partial schedule, and then rerunning the program 
for the excess load with a search window limited to smaller intermediate and 
peaking units to pick up the missing capacity needed. This could be achieved 
during the interactive session by instructing the user to put narrower limits on 
the search window and to temporarily relax the load constraint.
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2/2.2 Postprocessor
Upon completion of the DP algorithm and the determination of a 
schedule the user may feel because of past experience that a cheaper schedule 
is possible and may wish to try another run after adjusting certain parameters 
of the program. Also, because certain constraints may have been set aside 
during the preprocessing session in the interest of computational efficiency, 
some checks may need to be made to ensure that no critical constraints have 
been violated. To this end an interactive postprocessing session guides the 
user in analyzing the schedule and then makes suggestions to the user about 
adjustments to program parameters which will correct constraint violations or 
improve overall schedule cost. Important parameters which can be adjusted 
are: search, window size, priority ordering, unit minimum up and down times, 
unit initial.conditions, and maintenance schedules.
Particularly for units with very similar characteristics, definite priority 
rankings may not always be certain. In this situation rerunning the program 
after adjusting priority rankings allows the user to compare the costs of one or 
more variations of the same schedule and thereby directly determine the best 
cost solution. Alternatively, specifying a wider search window, i.e, including 
more, units as possible candidates for scheduling, could also allow a more 
economical schedule to be found in circumstances where several units of 
roughly equal efficiency are available.
: Constraint violations are detected by including rules in the knowledge 
base Which can logically deduce a violation condition from the schedule output 
and subsequently advise the user and recommend corrections for the problem. 
For example, for any system of realistic size, unit minimum up-times and 
down-times are particularly difficult to model and incorporate directly in a 
dynamic programming routine. Furthermore, overlapping of start-up and 
shut-down times between units of similar size and efficiency may result in a
schedule in which certain units may hycle’ uneconomicly. Even though it may 
be possible to achieve a more economical schedule for a given period with a 
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Figure 2.3 Execution time vs constraint complexity [19]
required to be started to meet the load requirements for the next period, it is 
possible that the cost of starting the new unit may be more than the cost of 
leaving the original unit on. However if knowledge about what type of unit 
overlap constitutes cycling is included in the form of rules, cycling can be 
checked interactively by the user under the program’s guidance. If a cycle is 
detected, parameters for the cycling machines can be adjusted appropriately 





In this chapter several examples will be given of the operation of a unit 
commitment expert system. The examples will show how the preprocessor 
and postprocessor functions are carried out and illustrate some of the 
principles of expert systems operation. Examples are given from systems 
written in 0PS5 and PROLOG.
3.2 Constraint Relaxation
3.2.1 Hydro System Example
The following hydro system example illustrates the use of extreme 
constraint relaxation to dramatically increase computational efficiency. In this 
example maximized power output and restricted storage reservoir volume are 
taken as the soie constraints. It should be noted that in a typical real hydro 
system there can be dozens of critical constraints (see section 1.2.1, page 4). 
This example therefore is included more for pedagogic reasons than as a 
practical example. Even so, this approach may yield results which have a 
practical use when coupled with expert knowledge about the problem under 
study. A generation schedule thus reached while not leasable may be 
modifiable after inspection to yield an economical and workable, if not perfect 
schedule.
For the hydro system, water flow limitations and water conservation 
considerations take the place of fuel costs as the prime factors to be 
minimized. Though not true literally, in theory hydro power generation is 
free, i.e., there are no fuel costs. Instead we are interested in generating this 
‘free’ power in such a way as to minimize the amount of total fossil fuels 
which must be used to make up the balance of needed generation to meet 
local demands. Given an unlimited supply of water one would not even need 
to take power demand levels into account. One would naturally want
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maximum generation from all units at all times, since any excess power 
generated over local area needs could be sold to utilities operating on 
expensive fossil fuel systems. In reality, of course, the amount of water 
available for generation is limited due to natural availability and to the many 
constraints on water use.
In this case we will ignore all constraints except the beginning and ending 
reservoir volume over an arbitrary time period and an associated cost curve 
indicating the equivalent cost of fossil fuel to be displaced each hour. Our 
example hydro generation station, then, has :
- storage reservoir of known initial volume, 
known constant inflow= I volume unit.
- required final volume.
- 3 possible spill rates: 0,1 and 2 volume units.
- load curve indicating hours of greatest fuel cost.
Specifying a constant inflow rate and only three spill rates is not realistic. 
However, we have intentionally created an example that is oversimplified so 
that the principles we wish to emphasize can be easily seen. The potential 
outcomes of this example can be represented as a multi-path graph of possible 
reservoir volume states. Ignoring the load curve temporarily, while 
implementing all possible combinations of spill rates and respecting the final 
volume constraint, combinacorially we find there are 19 possible paths each of 
which represents a generation (spill) schedule. This is pictured in figure 3.1. 
Pictured below the path graph is a load curve corresponding to an arbitrary 
power value expectation. From the volume of water spilled each hour, 2.1 or 
0 units, and the power cost value for that hour, we can easily compute the 
cost associated with each path by summing the products of the cost value and 
the number of units spilled for each path segment, (see figure 3.2). The path 
of maximum value, determined by brute force calculation of 19 paths, is the 
path pictured in figure 3.2, with a value of 10 units.
Due to the time staged nature of this example, it would very easily lend 
itself to solution by dynamic programming. However, while this would yield 
the solution more efficiently than the brute force method, in this case the 
minimized constraints inake possible an even easier heuristic solution. With 
this approach, a minimally constrained combinatorial problem can be solved 
directly without investigation of alternate paths. The simplicity of the 
method is a direct consequence of the the limited number of constraints.
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The heuristic approach employed here is based on the fact that as long as 
water is available, we always want to maximize generation. Therefore, an 
optimal cost path can always be found by assigning maximum generation 
(spill) to hours of maximum associated cost until the quota of water has been 
exhausted, after which minimum (0 spill) generation would be assigned to the 
remaining hours. This reduces the computational problem to two simple 
tasks: sorting the time intervals in the order of decreasing associated fuel 
cost, and assigning maximum spill to the ordered intervals as long as the total 
volume of water available has not been exhausted.
The PROLOG software which implements this heuristic technique is 
found in Appendix A. An example rule for assigning maximum spill to an 
interval is given below:
assignspill( [X,Y,Rank],(X,Y,2],NewVolume, Maxspill,
ResVoljMinVol, Inflow,N) :- 
Rank < N/2,
Vol is ResVol - 2 -f Inflow,
: Vol > MinVoI,
NewVolume is NewVolume -f 2,
MaxSpill > =  NewVolume,
ResVol is Vol.
As mentioned above, expert systems rules have•an if condition - then 
action format. The first statement in the above rule is the action that will be 
performed if its following condition statements are satisfied by facts in the 
data base. Briefly, the condition statements check the data base to determine 
whether the interval in question is a high demand interval, and that total 
volume of water remaining is greater than the minimum allowed. If these 
condtions are satisfied, the action statement modifies the data base to indicate 
the new volume of water remaining in the reservoir, and assigns maximum 
spill to the interval in question.
Though this heuristic, or common sense solution is possible primarily 
because of the restriction of realistic constraints, it is a good example of the 
effect of constraint relaxation on computational complexity. Also, though a 
relaxed constraint solution is potentially infeasable, it may also be correctable 
if carefully concieved. This is one premise of expert systems for combinatorial 
problems in general, that is, that improvements in computation time resulting 
from constraint relaxation potentially outweigh the cost of expert system 
analysis and correction needed to correct infeasable results.







Figure 3.2 Optimal hydro schedule
3.2.2 Thermal System Example
The following is an example of constraint relaxation performed by a unit 
commitment expert system preprocessor, written in PROLOG. .As explained 
in section 1.2.4, two types of knowledge, facts and rules, are represented in the 
knowledge base of any expert system. The representation for facts and rules 
is different for every language used to write an expert system, but in all cases 
rules .and facts are distinguishable by the if condition - then action form of the 
rules. The rules in the expert system knowledge base which pertain to the 
preprocessor functions are shown in Appendix B All essential data for each
generating unit, including initial operating conditions at hour one of the 
period under consideration, priority ranking, minimum up-time/down-time, 
heat rate, etc, plus the projected load curve for the period are assumed to be 
stored in the data base as facts. For the purposes of this example assume the
same 12 unit, single group system described in section 2 .2.1
Given below is a sample ‘consultation session’ with the expert system 
preprocessor, which shows the steps taken in adjusting the data base to 
accomodate minimum up-time/dowmtime constraints. Following that is an
explanation of how the rules and facts (data) interact to yield the results 
shown.
responses are given in italics. )
E.S. - Enter unit number for first unit in search window.
User- 7
E.S. - Enter width of search window.
User - 4
E.S. - Warning! Omt 8 will violate its min down-time if commited this 
■ hour. '
What do you want to do?
(enter change, accept, recommend, explain or quit)
User-recommend
E.S. - Recommend decrease unit’s min down-time, if possible.
What do you want to do?




E.S. - This unit has a a relatively low start up cost.
It may he economical to commit this unit.
What do you want to do?
(enter change, accept, recommend, explain or quit)
User- change
E.S. - Enter new min down-time for unit 8.
User- 2
**************************************************
E.S. - Warning! Unit 9 will violate its min up-time if not committed 
this hour.
Wkqt do you want to do?
(enter change, accept, recommend, explain or quit)
User- recommend
E.S. - change to must-run status.
What do you want to do?
(enter change, accept, recommend, explain or quit)
User- change 
E.S. - Enter status.
User- must-run
*********************************. , ;  ****************
E.S. - Warning! Unit IO will violate its min down-time if 
committed this hour.
What do you want to do?
(enter change, accept, recommend, explain or quit)
User - recommend
E.S. - Do not commit this hour. Change status to excess.
User- explain
E.S. - Umt has high start up cost, 
and
Load decreases next hour.
What do you want to do ?
(enter change, accept, recommend, explain or quit)
User- accept
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E.S.— Warning! Check final schedule for possible critical 
constraint violations.
In the example consultation above, once the user has specified a search 
window, a set of rules is brought into operation which are designed to check 
for constraint violations, unit availability and whether the total capacitv of 
the search window units can meet load requirements for that hour. A rule can 
be activated, (or fired, in Al jargon), only when all conditions in its condition 
list are satisfied. The conditions are all assumed to correspond to facts or data 
in the knowledge base (data base). To determine a rule’s readiness for firing, 
the expert system control system checks the data base for facts which match 
those listed in the rule s condition list. If any conditions are not matched, the 
rule cannot be fired. However, if a condition, which is not present as a fact in 
the data base is contained as an action (or conclusion) on the then action side 
of another rule and that rule’s conditions can all be satisfied .by facts, then the
missing condition for the first rule is considered satisfied.
It is this ability to perform logical deductions through rule interaction 
that provides the reasoning power associated with expert systems. Through 
the interaction of a set of rules and facts, chains of reasoning can be 
established from which conclusions can be reached. Further, representations 
of these chains of reasoning can be stored and reproduced in response to user 
queries, to provide an explanation or justification for a recommendation or 
action.
Though the rules shown below are written in PROLOG, their appearance 
differs markedly from a typical PROLOG rule such as those given in the 
hydro example above. These rules were written using a PROLOG facility 
which allows the programmer to define symbolic operators so that the 
appearance of the ordinary .syntax can be custom tailored. ..This allows the 
programmer to write rules which can be expressed in a form more nearlv like 
ordinary English. In this case there is no need to for any explanation of the 
operation of the rules as their meaning is obvious. This simplifies the 
programming process greatly as rules can be expressed in a simple, natural 
way. English-like syntax also greatly improves the user-friendly qualities of the 
user interface operation.
To return to the example above, the user has specified a search range of 
units which contain several units which will violate minimum up-time/down- 
time constraints if committed. In particular, the expert system has given a 
warning for unit 10 based on this conclusion after the following rule was
satisfied by facts found in the data base, 
rule I : if
unit iss on 
and
unit wziss off 
and
duration lessthan 3hours 
then
down-time iss violated.
A request by the user for a justification of the reasoning used by the 
system to reach h conclusion or recommendation can be answered by printing 
out the applicable rules with only minor embellishment. For the example of 
unit 10 the system hah recommended that the unit not be committed. This 
recommendation is the restilt of the interaction of the rule I  above and rule 3 
shown below in a reasoning Chain. In rule 3 below the first condition for its 
firing, ‘down-dme iss violated’, was not originally a fact in the data base. 
However since it is the conclusion to rule I, this condition is considered 
satisfied.
rule3 : if








3.3.1 Sciiiediiie Confidence Factors
A feiHaih afriouht of uncertainty is always associated with power 
genetatibn scheduling. Load forecasts are necessarily tied to weather 
conditions, aiid Unit data is often inaccurate due to poor or inconsistent 
measuring and reporting procedures. Another major source of uncertainty 
which impacts on unit commitment scheduling is maintenance and repair 
work. Units on maintenance or forced outage repair status are included in
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unit commitment scheduling based on estimates of their expected return to 
service. The uncertainty involved may be due to errors in estimating repairs 
or to unforeseen delays (due to availability of parts, man-power shortages, 
etc). Often, however, experienced maintenance personnel have a certain 
degree of confidence in their ability to estimate certain types of service work 
based on past experience. Certain standard maintenance work may be 
estimated with high confidence from well known past performance records. 
Estimates of rarely performed repairs, on the other hand, may be made with 
much less confidence. Overly optimistic estimates of return to service times for 
butaged units can result in schedules of unknown reliability and may be the 
cause of frequent subsequent alteration and adjustment of schedules.
The ability to incorporate an indicator of the confidence with which 
return to service estimates have been made in the unit commitment scheduling 
process could be very valuable to the scheduler. A schedule which shows an 
unacceptably low overall level of confidence could warn the scheduler to run 
alternate schedules with more conservative return to service estimates, thereby 
anticipating the possible unavailability of scheduled units.
Unfortunately, the vague nature of quantities such as expressions of 
degrees of confidence makes them difficult to quantify meaningfully. Lack of 
experience with a repair procedure, or information of dubious reliability, (e.g. 
promises from suppliers) may make an estimate of repair completion 
particularly uncertain. In addition personal factors of judgement or 
temperment (i.e. optimistic vs. conservative) among maintenance staff may 
add an element of indefiniteness to estimates. It is probably inappropriate 
therefore, to treat maintenance estimates with traditional probablistic 
mathematics.
The use of so-called fuzzy logic to express and calculate confidence factors 
is now a well accepted method for dealing with situations which are too vague 
or complex, or which lack sufficient statistical information to be treated with 
classical probablistic methods. Therefore, a method of calculating an overall 
confidence factor for generating schedules, calculated from individual unit 
confidence factors using fuzzy logic has been adopted here. The principal 
difference between traditional probablistic methods and the use of fuzzy logic 
in this example is in how overall schedule confidence factors are calculated 
from individual unit confidence factors. Individual confidence factors are 
merely values between 0 and I, assigned to units which are expected to return 
to service at some specified time. In this way they do not differ from ordinary 
probability Values which are based on statistical records. However, classical
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methods would dictate that the overall probability of a schedule containing 
two or more of these units would be calculated by taking the product of the 
individual probabilities (assuming unit repairs are statistically independent). 
But, as the confidence factors assigned to the units cannot really be considered 
probabilities in the usual sense, not being based on precise statistcal data, 
fuzzy logic dictates a more conservative calculation. Therefore, if two or more 
units are expected to return to service and are included in the same schedule, 
their combined probabilities will be taken to be the minimum of the 
individual values. An interactive example is given below of the use of 
subjective confidence factors to give an overall indication of the expected 
reliability of schedules containing units expected to return to service during 
the period of interest.
E.S. - Do you wish to check confidence levels for units scheduled to 
return to service?
User- yes
E.S. - Availability of units scheduled for hour 4 is less than 80% certain. 
What do you want to do?
Enter change, rerun, accept,explain,recommend or quit
User - explain
E.S. - Confidence factors for each hour indicate maintenance 
personnel’s certainty that units will be available What do you want 
to do?
Enter change, rerun, accept, explain,recommend or quit
User- recommend
E.S. - Change unit 5 status to ‘outaged’, and rerun, schedule.
What do you want to do ?
Enter change, rerun, accept, explain, recommend or quit
In this example the system has issued a warning that the schedule has a 
low overall confidence level. Its recommendation is to change the status of the 
units with the lowest confidence level to ‘outaged’ and rerun the schedule. The 
OPS5 rules which pertain to the above example may be found in Appendix C. 
An example rule which checks each unit for past maintenance status and 
calculates an overall confidence factor for each hour is given below.
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1 (p calc-confidence-factor
2 {(Context "status confidence) < context> }
3 {(Sehedtemp "hour < hour> "sched I ) < Sched> }
4 {(Outagetemp "hour <hour> "cf-list {<cf> < > nil}) <O ut>}
5 {(Unitlist "hour <hour> "id-list <id>) < Unit>}
6 {(Confidence-factor "hour <hour> "cf-sched {<cf-sched> > 
< cf >) < CF > }
7 !(Worst "unit < ia>  "hour <hour>) < Worst>} ,,
■ 8 “ > . {
9 (modify < CF > "cf-sched <cf>)
10 (modify < Worst>  "unit < id> "hour <hour>)
11 (modify < Unit >  "id-list (substr < Unit> 5 inf) nil)
12 (modify < Sched >  "sched (substr <  Sched >  5 inf) nil)
13 (modify < Out> "cf-list (substr <O ut>  4 inf) nil j)
In the following explanation it is not expected that OPS5 syntax or 
programming strategies will be fully explained, as they are incidental to the 
expert systems concepts involved. The same outcome could be achieved with 
any of a number of .AJ languages popular for expert systems. Instead what is 
shown are the programming concepts that are unique to Al and expert 
systems programs.
An important point to note in the operation of this rule are that there are 
fundamentally only two types of statements: conditions and actions.
Everything in an expert system is achieved through the interaction of these 
condition-action rules with the data base. The condition statements here are 
lines 2 through 7 above, and the actions follow the arrow on lines 9 through 
13. A brief explanation of the important concepts involved in their operation 
follows:"
Condition statements -
Modularity - Modularity is an important consideration in most expert 
systems. Typical expert systems programs are lengthy, with many 
rules. As program execution is not sequential as in FORTRAN, 
PASCAL, etc., controlling the flow of the program can be problematic. 
Rule interaction, an expert system term to describe the firing of rules at 
inappropriate times can be very difficult to prevent in large programs.
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Therefore, most expert systems are written in a modular fashion with 
discrete operational blocks of code written in modules. While little or 
no explicit program control is exercised within a module, a limited 
amount of control helps hold the program operation within a module 
until its task is finished. This is achieved here through the use of a 
context statement. Statement 2 is a context statement which prevents 
this rule from being fired unless there is a fact in the data base labeled 
Context with a matching status of confidence. Context conditions help 
restrict the focus of the expert system control system to rules having to 
do with a particular task, in this case confidence factors. The necessary 
matching context fact would have been deposited in the data base as a 
result to the user’s response of "yes" to the question: "Do you wish to 
check confidence levels for units scheduled to return to service?"
Data - Statements 3,4 and 5 are matched against data base facts 
which contain information on the status and possible maintenance 
confidence factors for each unit at each hour.
Action statements -
Modify data - In addition to being part of the achievement of 
particular tasks,(e.g., calculations, output, input), modification of the 
data base is a primary way of controlling program flow. While no rule 
will fire more than once for any unique set of data, a rule once matched 
will continuously fire as long as it has ‘fresh’ matching data to operate 
on. In this way rules may control their own destiny, so to speak. On 
the one hand, by exhausting all possible combinations of data, they can 
disable themselves. On the other, by continuously refreshing the 
database with new or modified facts they m a y  prolong their operation 
or create conditions for the firing of another associated rule. The 
expert system data base may be changed by program operation in one 
of two ways: by adding new facts, or by deleting or modifying old
facts. Statement 9 updates the overall confidence factor for the 
schedule for each hour. The action of this statement coupled with 
condition statement 8 specifies that the overall confidence factor will be 
the minimum of the individual unit' confidence factors. Statement 12 
and 13 causes the focus of the rule to shift to the next committed unit 
not yet checked for maintenance status by sequentially modifying lists 
of data in the unit data fact statements in the data base. When no 




Certain constraints which, may have been set aside or missed during the 
preprocessing session will require checking after the schedule is generated to 
insure that the schedule is both leasable and economical. The example below, 
written in OPSo shows how the postprocessing facility interacts with the user 
in identifying cycling units, ie units or groups of units which are turned on 
and off repeatedly in an uneconomical way. Refer to rules list in Appendix C.
E.S. - Do you wish to check for unit cycling problems ?
.User-yes , ■ .
E S. - Combustion unit 7 is cycling in hour S 
What do you want to do?
Enter change, rerun, accept,explain,recommend or quit 
User- explain
E.S. - C y c l in g  u n i ts  m a y  be u n eco n o m ica l .
What do you want to do?
Enter change, rerun, accept, explain,recommend or quit 
User - recommend
ES. - If cycling units are found, rerun schedule
with cycling units outaged and compare cost :
Postprocessor operation, Irom the stand point of program flow, is not 
fundamentally different than preprocessor operation, as in the example of 
section 3,2 given above. The interaction of knowledge base rules and facts 
determines the conclusions which can be drawn and the actions which can be
taken at any moment. A typical rule which deals with cycling units is given 
below: ■
1. (p on-cycling
2. (Context "status cycle)
3. (Answer Canswer <  < YES Yes y Y yes > > )
4. (Unit-data Ud < id > "type ct)
5. (Unit-status id < id>  hour <hour > "prev-hour <prev>
"status on)
6. (Unit-status "id < id >  "hour <prev> "status off "duration 
{ < duration > < 3})
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8. (write (crif) (erlf) ■■ {Combustion unit |< id > | is cycling in hour 
|<hour>)
9. (make Cycle "unit < id >  "hour < hour>))
This rule detects a cycling unit which has been commited and responds 
by printing out a warning. There are five conditions which must be satisfied 
before it wdl fire, located on lines 2 through 6, preceding the line with the 
arrow. The facts which correspond to these conditions are searched for in the 
data base and if found, the actions specified following the arrow are 
performed. The first condition, on line 2, is a context rule as explained above. 
It is necessary to hold program flow of control to cycling problems as long as 
needed. Conditions on lines 4,5 and 6 are matched against actual unit data in 
the data base and are used to determine whether any units are actually 
cycling. If these conditions are satisfied, action statements 8 and 9 are 
performed, printing out a warning message (8) and creating a new data base 
fact indicating the presence of the cycling unit (9).




The importance of optimizing the economical operation of electric power 
generation and the inherently uncertain nature of loads and unit outages 
make a unit commitment plan that is both optimal and flexible a very 
desirable thing. Several aspects of expert systems make them a good choice to 
implement a unit commitment program which can achieve these ends. A 
rule-based expert system is:
Inherently unstructured and easily adaptable 
data-base, and therefore able to respond to 







Capable of incorporating heuristic rules of thumb" in a knowledge 
base gleaned from expert human experience.
* Capable of using reasoning processes similar to those used by 
human experts, but with much greater speed and availability.
Capable of explaining its reasoning processes to the operator, 
thereby increasing the operators confidence in the reliability (or 
lack of reliability) of its decisions or recommendations.
Easily modified,, by the addition of new rules, to fit future 
modifications of system configuration or programming strategy.
The feasibility of coupling an expert system with a numerical 
programming language optimization routine was found to offer good 
possibilities on a theoretical level. Reduction of both the number of 
constraints and the search space of the problem allows the possibility of 
optimal solutions to the combinatorial aspects of unit commitment without 
prohibitive computational expense. In addition, postprocessing analysis of 
schedules allows an added element of reliability to the ultimately accepted 
schedule results.
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The interactive/consultant nature of expert systems increases the 
possibility of the use of unit commitment programs by non-expert operators. 
This is an important consideration for utilities which face an increasing need 
to perform unit commitment schedule adjustments' as part of an on-going 
daily (or even hourly) routine.
4.2 Recommendations
Expert systems have been used successfully in many different applications 
and Undoubtedly will be found useful in power engineering disciplines. In 
applications such as unit commitment, computational efficiency and run time 
are crucial considerations. Situations such as unexpected outages of important 
units can arise which require immediate response of scheduling facilities. 
Current expert systems implementations are most commonly found to be in 
LISP based environments and less often in PROLOG or lesser known special 
purpose Al languages. Programs based in symbolic languages like LlSP of 
PROLOG are pften found to be very slow relative to conventional procedural 
languages when; run in conventional computer systems. Dedicated LISP and 
PROLOG hardware and operating systems exist though their design is 
primarily oriented toward Al researchers. Future development of practical 
LISP or PROLOG systems which can be run in parallel with conventional 
systems is one possible avenue that would offer hope for improving expert 
system,operating speed. Another possibility is of implementing expert systems 
in C °r PASCAL, which contain many of the necessary features needed in Al 
programming yet are efficient: in conventional systems (in fact many operating 
systems are now written in C). This would greatly improve the possibility of 
including heuristics in conventional application software, something that "can
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APPENDICES
Appendix A - PROLOG Source Listing for Hydro Example
? LiSSUMfff !'QNS and A  XPL A NAT I CU S :
% 4I )  ^ n l l o u i  i s  constant  and 5 1 un i t .
% :afland-c3n nav# any-lnteg®r valu«,
X 3) There can ba any nyiber of time i nt e r va l s *  a l l  of equal l ength.
X  4) -5.P.111-. r  a Te. can = u/ 1 / or  I  u n i t s .
X 5) V1/ Vf - i n i t i a l  and f i n a l  re s e r vo i r  volume in ( i n t e g e r )  u n i t s .
X 6 ) ■'lax i HumSpiIi- = the maximum s o i l l  volume over the to ta l  tine
X i n t a r v a l /  t ha t  « i l l .  s a t i s f y  the i n i t i a l  and f i n a l  volume
X - c o n s t r a i n t s .
X
X Major Prtiiso of this algorithm is that if demand is knotn for all 
X intervals* and initial/final volume constraints are knoon/ then the 
X task reduces to sorting the intervals in order of decreasing demands 
X and assigning maximum available spill rates as long as voluae constraints % alloe. This reduction occurs because in this case demand is not just 
X a cost coefficient but is also a constraints ie.s deaand MUST be aet 
X as maxiaally as possible. Intervals «ith the highest deaand (cost)






X getlist(DuaaysOeaandLiStsH)s Xinput deaand data
quicksort(PeaandListsSorteda1sOeaandlist)S Xsort deaand data
rank(Sorted_OeaandlistsNeeDe»andList)*
G*«.CaaplistsNeeOeaandListsSpilIListls Xcall aain routine
call(G)•





W is I ♦ Is 
rank2(TailsTail2sW).
X************ * * ********* ******** * * ******************* * * * *
getHaxSpill(Ns MaxSpilI) 2-
vol(FinalVoluaesInitiaIVoluae)s
MaxSpill is N ♦ FinalYoluae - InitialVoluae.
X ** * * * * *'*.* ***** *** ***************** * * * *********** * * * * ** * * 
XOata entry section - used only for interactive data input





, y ar. (U i s t) /
3»tlist<CX I/NaalistyI).
prOcassCX/List/Naiulist/N)
g a 11 i s t C C X I L iSt J y-N a a 11 * t y N ♦ 1).
 ^********** * * * ******************* * * ************* * * * * *.*****
XOata sorting saction
gtCCXy_JyCYy.J) X > t*
split<X/CJyCJyCJ).
split CXyCT ITai13/Ct|BigJsSaalI) :~ 







quieksort2CCX IT*il3/Al~Z2) : 
split CXy Tally BigySaall)y 




aaplistC CX I TailJyCNoaXlNaaTailJ) S~ 






a a plist 2 C C 3 / C 3 / _/M a x S pi11/X/Y/Z/N).
Maplist2CCXITallJyCNaaX|NaaTailJyNaaVoluaayMaxSpi11/RasVol/MinVolyInfloa/N)
aasignspillCXyNaaXyNaaVoluMay Max SpilIyRasVolyMinVol/InfIoayN)y 
*aplist2 CTailyNaBTailyNaavoiuaayMaxSpillyRasVolyMinVolyInfloa/N).
a s s i gns p i l l CCXy T y R a n k J y CXyt/33yVOluaayNaaVoluaayMaXSpill/RasVol/MinVolyInfloa/M)
Rank < N/2y
Z is RasVol - 3 + Infloa y •
I > «in VoI✓
Me* Vo I urn® 'i-s Vo lu^a ♦ 3 ,
HaxSoiLI >= N9 mVoiu* 9 /
■ Re s Vo I . i s .2 .
a svi 3 ns pi 11 ( CXy ank Jx lXxTV I .], New Vo Iume/Max So il I / R e s Vo I / M i nV o I / In f low/N)
K  a n  K  V -  N  /  £  y .
; is ResVol - : ♦ ZnflO4, ,
L >• ^inVo Iv
. . MTe.ui V-oLu*n e. ‘L-S N eu VoLu^i + £ •
Hax5,pili Ne^Volume. ,
e s Vo i is - I* •
as s i ; os p i 11<  CXv T/Rank]/ £ X , 1 ] , Na*Voluia/MaxSpi l I / R®s VoIyMinVo I , I n f  Ib « * N) 
S a n k  <  N / 2>
2 is ResVol - 1 + Inflow ,
. I > MinVolx ■’
NeWVoiume IrS NewVolume-+ 1x 
MaxSoill >- NewVolume x 
V  iRJsvVol is ResVol - 1 ♦-inflow.
assignspilI(CXxTxRanklxCXxTx0]xNewVolumexMax SoilIxRes VolxMlnVolxInflowxN)KanK \ N/ c/ .
ResVol > MlnVolx
Newyoluae is NewVolume + Ox 
MaxSpill >» NewVolumex 
ResVol is ResVol + inflow*
assignspilI(CXxTxRanklxCX,Y,33xNewVolumexMaxSpiHx ResVolxMlnVolxInflowxN)4 I J . - .  K t s V o i  *  3 /
. 2 > MinVolx
NewVolume is NewVolume + 3x 
MaxSpill >.=.. NewVolumex 
.ResVoi is ResVol - J  + Inflow.
assignspllHCXxrxRanklxCXxTxSIxNeisyoluaaxMaxSpinxResVoIxMinVoixInf lowxN)
2 > MinVolx
Ne-WVolume is NeaVolume + 2/
Max Spill >= NewVolumex 
ResVol is ResVol- 2 + Inflow.
^sI1Is *Res Vol^-^lx an*t^  t X ' l  ' 1 1 /NewVoIumex MaxSpill/ResVdl/MihVolx InflowxN )
; 2 > MinVoIx
NewVolume is NewVolume + 1x 
MaxSpill >= .NewVoluaex 
Resyoi is ResVol - 1 +inflow.
asRes Vol11O ^ i n V o l / Cx' Y'0J 'N**Vol‘J» ® ^ ax SPillx Resyol xMinVolx Inf lowxN)
NewVoluae is NewVolume x 
MaxSpill >= NewVolume x 
ResVol is ResVol ♦ Inflow.
X *.» + * * *  * *  * • « * * * * * • * * • «  • »  •  • *  * * « * * * * * * » e  *
Ieastint(XxNum) ;- 
.X mod 2 -:= Ox 
. Num is X/2.
Ieastint(XxNum) :- 
X mod 2 = X = Ox 
Num is (X-DV2.
greatestint(Xx Nu■) ;- 
X:mod 2 =: = Ox 
Nua is X/2.
greatestint(XxNum)
X mod 2 =X= Ox 
Num is (X + D/2.
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- op ( 100, nfx.  C.I e s s t han i  ura 5 5 « d oes_no t, i ss ,  are,  I i v e s _ i  n, I sa 3 ). 
- o p <900, x f x j • >.
nP ( 000.  x f x • wa 5 ) , 
op < 370, Fx , i F ). ■
- o p (000.  x f  x , th e n ).
- o p ( 7 P 0  • x f x , u* i t h ) .
■ op ( 5 50, xfy,  cr ) .
- o p (340- x f  y , and). 
o p (530• f x . n o t ).
op <300, f x, "derived by ' ) .
• op (300- fx,  "derived Prom ' ), 
o p (600.  xf x , f r o m ) . 
o p  (600.  x f x, by ).
me mb er ( X. CX JRes t 3 ).
; mptnhor ( v. [ Y ! n e s t 3 ) ~  
member( X,R e s t )
V. P r e pr o c e s s o r  d r i v e r
/. OT d i n a r i  Iy a c t i v a t e d  once each - hour by main r o u t i n e
pr epr nc ( Hour ): ■• '
Prev i s  H o u r  -  t, 
uH ndow(Window I i s t ), 
member MD, .Wind-owl i s t ) ,  
rhp c k s t a t u s <TO,Hour, P r e y ) , 
d ur a t i 0  h ( ID, Mo or) ,  
cher>problpm(  IDi Hour, Prev) ,  
query(Rep I y ). 
ac t  i on ( ID, Rep I y, Answer ),
0 o t p r ob I em(Problem),  
e x p l o r e ( Pr o b i em, C 3 , Answer), 
presen t ( ID, Answer ), nl .
c he c K 5 tabu s ( I D, Hour, Pr e v ) • - .
(fur < ID, X) ,
Y i s X r I,
■'.(’on ( ID, Hour-) 
on ( If). P r e v ) ,
r e t r a c t l d u r  ( ID, X ) ), 
a s s e r t ( d u r <I D , V ) ),
• .-ass.er * ( f a c t  : un i t  i s's on),
a s ? e-rt ( f a c t  : u n i t  wa.s 5 on);
o  f  F i ID, Hour),
0 Ff ( 10, Pr pv ), 
r e t r a c t  (dur C ID, X) K 
a s s e r t  (dur MD, Y) ),"’ 
a s s e r t ( f a c t  : u n i t i s s  o f f ) ,
. a s s e r t <f a r t : un i t  wass o f f ) ;  
on ( ID, Hour ) , 
of  f ( in,  Prev ), 
r ? tr ac t C d ur C- ID, X ) I, 
a s s e t t <d u r ( I D , I ) ) ,  
ass  er t C f a c t  : un i t  i s s  on) ,
a s s e r t ( f a c t  : un i t  wass o f f ) ;
o f  F i  ID, H o u r ) ,  
on ( ID, P r  e v ) ,  
r o t T  ^ c t f d u r  < I D ,  X )  ) ,  
a s s e r t ( d u r ( ID, I ) ) ,
-isserHfact : unit iss off),
f l ' s e t - Mf a c t  unit Wass on))
r)'i r a 11 o n < T n. Ho M r >: - 
■i ' l r  < 1 0 -  X ) .
:. x ; -3, ' - ■ - ■
. ,ar,«5ert-( f a c t  : dur a t i on  J>5?t/ian thf  ee'hours K
H »»r a t v r>n < j n, Ho ur >.
f‘ hpc k p rob I em ( ID* Hour? Pr ev ) 
on ( I[), Hour ) y 
pff(I.&,PrG'/>, _
H u r d D f X K
-X «: 3,
w r i t s (  'Warning! Uni t  ' > wr i t e  ( ID), wr i t e ( 
: d t  i f  committed t h i s  hour. ). w i l I v i o l a t e  i t s  min
CheclipT-OhlemUD,^Hour, Pr ev)  
o f f ( I P- Hour). 
o n ( I p - P r e v ), 
dor < ID- X),
V •. 3. _
mmt itf? ( Warning f Uni t  ' ) f wr i t j? f ID J, W i  t e < 
,jt committed t h i s  hour. ' ) .
c h e r kprnblem<ID, Hour, Frev) .
w i 11 v i o l a t e  i t s  min
ge t p r ob l e m( up - t i me  i s s  v i o l a t e d ).
q e t p r o b I em(down-t ime i s s  v i o l a t e d ) .
query( Repl y ) : -
".•rito( 'What do you want to do? ' ) ,
WTiteC'Enter: change, accept, recommend,
ge t r e p  I y (Rep I y ). 
a s s e r t ( f a c t  ; Reply) .
e x p l a i n  or q u i t ' ) ,
qp t r p p I y (Re p l y )  
r e ad ' Ans we r ), 
means (Answer, Meaning ), I,
Reply - Meaning;
nl ,  w r i t  e ( 'Answer unknown, try aga i n  p I ea~s e ' J, n I , 
get  r p p I y (R e-p i y ).
a r t i o n ( I d , Rep I y , Answer) : —
(Rep J y - =qu i t,
wr i f e (  'program t e r mi nat e d  '),  f a i l ); 
(Rep I u==c hange,  ?,
Change( Id, Answer J );
( R e p l y - = a c r e p t , !, 
a c c e p t (An s we r ));
(Rep I y==recommend, ,
r ec orr. ( Id, Answer ) ) ;
( R e p l y = = e x p l a i n , 1, 
e xpI a i n ( I d , Ans wer>).
r hange ( I d , down~t i me i s s  v i o l a t e d )
wr i t e '  'Enter new min dt for u n i t ' Id) ,
r  ead <NeWdt>.
T e t r a c t ( d t ( I d . O l d d t ) ) ,
a S s e r t t d t M d .  Newdt )  )
r honge ! Id, up Mime i ss  v i  o l a t e d  ) : -
w r i t e !  'Enter new s t a t u s  for unit.  ' Id) ,
read(Mewst a t u s ) >
r e t r a c t ! s t a t u s ( Id, O I d s t a t u s )) ,
asser t ( status Md,  Newstatus ) ).
'• Procedure  e x p l or e
v rnnt^ 3 1 j “r l j hood mSSsure  t hat  Goal i s  true.  Answer 
n m  3 l n V 15 l i k e l i h o o d .  Trace i s  the  chan o f  a n c e s t o r  
/  o o a l s  and r u l e s ,  and can be used for  'why ' e x p l a n a M o ^ .
ZCan goal  be answer ed as fact  ^
exp lore(Goal,Trace, (Goal) was ■ found 
roc t Goal. as a f a c t ' )  : -
'/.Can goal  be answered by a r u l e ?  
e x p l o r e ! GoaI , Trace.  Goal was ' de r i ve d  
b a g o f (Rule : i f  Con d i t i on  then Goal
Rule : i f  Con d i t i on  then Goal
flu I e s ).
by Rule from
member(Rule; if condition then Goal .Rules), 
explore(Cortdition.CGoal by RuIeITraceI.Answer>
Answer)
’•I" ^he goal  a c o n j u n c t i o n ?
explore!Goal I and Goal2 , Trace, (GoaM and Goal3 ) 
was derived from' (AnswerI and Answer^)) • explore!Goal I, Trace, Answer I) ■
*?xp I or p (G o a ls * Trace. Answer2).
/ .Is goal  a d  i s j u n c t  i on?
.^..Vp l ore  ( Qpa 1.1 or Goa 12, Trace,
, <0.oall or Goa 12 ) was ' 
exp Tor «? (GoaI I , Trac e, Answer I ; der i ved  from 7 ( A n s w e f l ) )
pxp IoVe (Goal I or 'Goal's; Trac e,
(Goal I or G o a l s  ) was ' der i ved f rom7 
exp l o r  0 ( G o a l s ,  T r a c e ,  Answer?) . <Ans wer2 ) )  : -
V i ?  the ooal  ne gat ed?  
p x p l o r e l n o t  G o a l , T r a c e ,
(not  Goal ) was d e r i v e d  from' Answer)  
e xp l or e (Goa l . Trace,  Answer ).
'.Answer can not  be found so ask.  
e xpI o r e <Goa I , Tra c e , Goa I was t o l d )  
u s e r a ns we r ( Go a l , T r a c e ) .
recomM d - down-t  ime i s s  v i o l a t e d  ).' : -  
max.cos t (Hax I, 
s t a r l e a s t ( S t a r t ) ,
< S  f- 3 r  t <r Ma x ,
S t i l t  ? = eM n r end d e c ^ a s e  u n i t ^  '"in dt i f  p o s s i b l e ' ) /
w r i t e ! - D o  not  commit t h i s  hour. ' ) ,  
wr i t e ! ' C h a n g e  s t a t u s  to  excess . .  M)
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r (?r om< I d, up-t ime iss violated> : -
ij T' i 19 ( 'Change status to must-run. ' J .
vernmild, up-time iss violated>
p I a i n ( I d» An swer ) ) :
m i n  ( X. Y, X ) : -  X'CYr ! . 
m i n  < Xf Y, Y ) ; -  Y=CXr ? . 
max ( X. V, v ) : - X C Y. !. 
m a x  ( X ,  Y .  V ) :  -  Y > = X r  ‘ .
/* Rules for determining constraint violations#/ 
r i* I o t i f
unit iss on 
and
unit was? off 
and
duration lessthan threehours 
•'- ' thP?)
d ouin-time iss violated.
rvle2 : if
unit iss off 
and
unit wass on 
and




up-time iss violated, 
r u I (?3 : i f
down-time iss violated 
and
start-up-cost iss high 
and
load iss decreasing 
then
status iss excess.
T M I e 4 : i f
down-time iss violated 
and







/^tqpet; of questions that can be asked to the user */
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as k a b Ie < Wha t i s s  Wr on g , ' Wh a t ' i s s ' Wr ong/  ). 
a s k ab I e ( What s _Wr ong j 'Whats_Wrong')
a ? k abI p (What  does _not  What ly What ' does_not  'What ' ) .
Ir. u.^fl to make sure t hat  user  e n t r i e s  are inn an und er s t andabl e  form to: 
t h p program */
cUnhKGli (no; no).
c IinhKGli (n> no).
cUntaxok(ho^i dea ,  no _ i dea) .
: c IintaujMdown - t ime i s s  v i  o I a ted; doum-t ime I s s  v i o l a t e d ) .  
cuntax o k<up- t i m e i s s  v i o l a t e d ;  up- t ime i s s  v i o l a t e d ) ,  
s u h t a xok<X i s s  v i o l a t e d ; X i s s  v i o l a t e d ) .
truth ( Que 5 1 i on i s TruthVa Iue was Found/ TruthVal ue) !.
tr u t h < An siuer I and Anstuer2» Ir  uthVa I ue ) : -
11 tj fch ( Answer I . t rue  ) .
►rnth^Answer2 , t r u e )• 1 , 
r r u th Va I ue =* true;
TrrrthValue -  f a l s e .
means( u p s , ygc ). 
means ( y • y es > 
fTipan? ( no - no),  
m e a n ? < n , no)  
means(why,  u»h y ) 
means(un wh y )
/n e a n s (O» 0) .  
means ( 0. 1.0.  I ) . 
means CO.  2; 0 . 2).  
means < 0 .  3» 0. 3) 
uipans < O'. 4. 0. 4 ). 
mean s ( 0. 5» 0. 5 ) 
means (0.-6# 0. 6 ) 
means (0. T» O '7 ).
means (-0. 0 ,0 .  0)
means < 0 .  ?> Q r? )
mp an ?( I , I )
means( h, h e l p )
means / heIp » h eIp ).
means ( ^• h e I p ).
niPinMCf c ur r e n t ) .
means( c u r r e n t ; c u r r e n t  .
m e a n s ( a c c e p t . a c c e p t ).
mean s < r ec ommend; r ec ornmend J .
means/explain. ,  exp l a i n ) .
m e a n s ( c h a n g e . c h a n g e ). 
hip an s ( qu i t; gu i t ).
ue or an swer (Goa I • frdce> Answer ) -
fip x tan su/er ( X ) . >: C I; 
a s k able (Goa I •_..)• 
f r p I h c o p q ( G o a I. C o p u ) >
i/s e ran Swer (Goa I . Copy. Trace; Answer, I ).
»'• s p r -in s ii'er ( Goal _; M )
n e  x t a n s u j  e r  ( X ) » X Cl »
N ' I ;
in? tan t ia ted(Goal')• !;
u e nr an * hi nr. ( Qoa I; Copy, Answer, _ > : -
: i e xt a n a iu 0 r ( X ) , X C I ,
Vie f (I [ d (Copy; An?UJer, ,
Incf anre_of(Copy* Goal ). '
U=Oran^wpr (Goal. _> true. M ) : - ■
ne * t an smer ( X ) > XCl»
u^stold (GoaL fcrue, N), .. - •- - . —
M '• ~ N
us  o r a n s w e r  <G o a I > C o p y A n s w e r ,  _> *”
n e x t a n e w e r ( X ) , X CI , 
n n d _ /? n ? uj e r s ( C o p «j )» 
in = tsnr?_of ( Co p y .  G o a l  ) , ' > 
roil
iicuran'; !«»r? r (Goal. Trace, Answer, N ) : -
7i« x t n *5 Ti* e 7' ( X ), X C I, 
a c i< n r fz f { I - frac e, An siuer; hJl '
■ac^ 'iicer (Ooal, Trace, Answer, N) :- 
a s k ah Ie (Goa I , Ex tef nFormat),




( Var i ab I e s -- TJ,',
wr it e ( Ulhat s -1 h e proba b I I i t y t- h at 
wr i te( ' Any(more) solution to: ')
) ,
WT i te(Qu e s tion),writ e( ' ? ' )» 
netroplg(Reply )• !, .
process(Reply, Goal,Question, Variables, Trace, Answer
Dr o c e s ' • ( wh y , Goal, Question, Var i ab I es, Trace, Answer, N ) : 
show tr a c e(Tr ac e),
ask(Goal,Question,Variables, Trace,Answer,N ).
pr u c e s s(h eIpI Goal,Ques tion,VariabIes, T race, Answer, N ) 
(help(Goal,Instructions)-!, 
write(Instructions); 
writ e( 'see mechanic ')), 
ask (Goal, Question, Variables, Tr ,see, Answer, N).
pr oc es s ( Qoa I, Variables, Trace, N > : - 
nexTindex( Ne x t) ,
Nexti is Ne x t *■ I,
( a c k v a r s (Va r i a b I e s ),
* a e s e r t z(wa 51 oId < G o a I,Next))•
Tt pshcopy (Goal, Copy ),
ip-pranswer (Goal, Copy, Trace, Answer, Ne x 11 )
>.
process(no, Goal, false, N )  : -
freshcopy(Goal,Copy), 
wa 5 fc O I d \ C o p u ? t r u e, _), f ,
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^s s e r  1 1 ( end ^answer s (Goa I ) ) ,
C . a  I ;
■n P x h i n d e x ( M* x f ),
assprtz(waSt□Id(Goa I/fa Ise*Next))
f orma t (Var» Name, Marne, Var s', C Var /Name { Vars 3 ) 
•■a r < v ) , 1
f o r ma t (Atom# Name» Atom* Var?, Var s ) 
a tomi r (Atom), !, 
a tomic <Name)
f or mat ( Goa l , f orm, Gues t  ion# VarsO, Vars ) : - 
Goa l LFunc tor  I Arg 5 I 3*
Form **. CFunc tor!Forms I #
f or  mat a 11 CArgs I,  Forms .♦ Ar g s [ 3 ,  Var sO, Vars ),
, Que s t i on  =. . CFunc t or  ! Ar g s23.
forma ta I I (Cl* Cl, C 3# Var s, Vars )
formatall (CXJXL.1, CF I FLD, CQ I QL3. VarsO, Vars ) 
formata I I(XL* FL, QL> VarsO*Varsl)» 
format (X* F, 0 * Var s i , Vars ). ’
as V v a r s ( C })
ask var s ( CVari a b I e /NameI Vari a b I e s 3) • 
n I, ur i te< Name), w r i t e  Cy='  ), 
r e a d ( V a r i a b l e  I, 
a s k v a r s ( Va r i a b l e s ) .
showfr a c e < C j  ) : . -
Ti I , u» r  i t p f •' T h i s  i u a  s your q u e s t i on •' ) , n I .
sh niutrac s ( CQoa I by Rule!  Trace ] )  : -  
n I i t e  < 'To i n v e s t i g a t e  by' )#
»f»T i t p < R u I e ) # it»r i t e < ^ ^ , 
wr"i te (Goal  )... 
s b owt r ac e ( Tra ce ) .
\  nc t an t i a ted (Tprm) : -  
"-Umbervars (Term# O f 0 )
Vns tanc p of  CTei'm, T erml ) Y -  
f t eshcopy < Terml f Ter m2),  
numb er var s ( Term2> 0, _ ) , f » 
form ~ Tef m2.
frpchrop.j  ( ferm,  FfeshTermI  
a s c e r f a ( copU(Term)), 
r e t r ac  t (copy (FresbTerm) )# f.
13 s f fo d o * <Q)
n n < t i ll d e x ( N e x t ) : - -
r e t r a c t C l a s t i n d e x ( Las t )  )# S 
Md.ft- j Las t  -*•" I . 
a S 5 » r t. < Tast i  n d e x (Next. )) .
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numbervars(Ter;ni W.* Nplusl ) : -
var(Tprfn)i ' >
Term ~ var/N>
Mplusl I? N I.
rn«mb *?r var 5 < Term* N? M)
T = . [Functor .fArgs.],
numberargs (Args^ M* NJ.
-numberarg.MI 3» Ni N) : - -
mimberarqsi [X !L]» Mi M): - 
numbervars < X* M# NI ) . 
numb er ar g s (L* Ni * ?1).
X Displiiuing the conclusion of a consultation and 'how' explanation
...
prf?5ent( ID» Answer )
nl* showe one I usion(ID* Answer)*
nl*write< 'Mould you lifee to see how?')*
getreptyTRep I y )* v--!.. - .. -*■*
(Reply = yes- ! * s h ow (Answer ); , ZShoiaf solution tree*
true) 6
phcuccnc lu??ion( ID.. Conclusion was Tnund ): - 
«i»r ite( ‘ unit ' ), «jr i t & < W )- 
'ti r i t'e ( C one I u sion).
Z 'show ‘ dip lays a complete solution tree 
sbmo( Sol uti on ): -
n I * sh mo (So I ut i on* O )*:. % Indent by 0.
show! Answer I and Answers* H) : - ! , 7. Indent by H 
show(Answer I - H) • 
tab (H)> write (and)., nl* 
show (Answer;?, H).
• ••• •'
sh mo(Answer I or Answer2* M): - !> 7- Indent by H.
^ab (M) . wr i t ? ( ' i *' ), n I, 
shpw(Answer I *M>, 
t a b (M ) • wr i t e ( o r ) * n I * 
eh ow< AnswerF!.* H ) .
-
show ((not Answer ) was Found* H):- 7.1 n dent by H.
- tab ( H) > wr i te ( 'not '~) *:wr i te (Answer ) * 
wr i te f ' wa s >.
show I<F o u n d,H) Z s h o w  evidence
shmo( ( Answer ) was Found* H):- 7, Indent by H
tab < M >, writ e (Answer)* 
w T i 19 ( ' w a s').
s h owl (Found * M ). Xshoui evidence
■.
s howI(D er ived from Answer * H ): -  1,
wr i t e <Der iveri ) > wr i t e ( ' from'). XShow rule name
nl* Hl Ts hi < 3* . ' •.... * - •. ■■ ;;
s h ow (Ari swer * / U ). Z Show a n t e c e d e n t
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« h owl ( ' d er i ved from' Answer.M) -  !»
MiriteC derived from')i 
trl, Ht i 5 H f- 3, 
c how (Answer . Mt )
<*. h chi I (F'n-jnd , _) : - ■' F o u n d := ' t O I d
lor t (Tound) • nl.
Xshoui r u l e  name 
Xshoui ant e c e de nt  
' or ' found as f a c t '
p* n*OO
Appendix C - OP S5 Source Listing for Expert System
/Th> following program is an expert system that analyzes 
7®i®ctrie generatJLng unit ^ commitment schedules, It func- 
',tions jr.imarlly a j b k> postproces s o p  to pinpoint pos-siPla 
I defects in an initial schedule and suggest possible 
/imoroyements, At the users request a I terhate
* e*n be run after suggested changes have been 
* ;?ff f* J^ese alternate scheouies are analyzed alio,







U f l H  (crif)) <frite (crlf)) («rite (crlf)j Urite Urlf)) 
U H U IUis U  U 9 post processor portion of an espert systeaf) 
U H >4 Uiril) j for the dpiimai sheduling ofgenorating units)) 
Ciritf Ccrlf). CcrlU JIf you do not understand a question ))'; 
U f I f H  S f U r ^ S h y sV for .-afTexplanatidn .■ j r  ; .
(Srite U rU )  Ccrlf) |Strike any key to contIhuejCcrl {)) 
,..CjMLnji <dummy> (accept) )
Cmaki Context Astatus data))
'f.* ' ■ ^  • ,i,s '\my •
f If£*1wif. ^ t a  1$ loaded from an external data file 
# via external (lisp) function wIoaddatatf
• V--.:-.;; -
( p load....
CCContext Astatui data) <context>>
Urite Ccrif)) Carite Ccrlf)) (write Ccrlf)) Carite Ccrlf)) 
(write Ccrlf) !Loading Schedulej)
(bind <dum*y> (Ioaddata))
(write (crlf)> (write Ccrlf)) Ufi.Ur Urlf)) (write Ccrlf)) 
(modify <context> Astatus question))
• :v!
/ query rules handle prompts to the user for choice of options 
Cp queryl '
{(Context Astatus question) <context>>
-(Answer)
(write (crlf) |0o you *isn to chock for combustion turbine cycling 
problems?I(crlf))
; C m opify Xcohtox t> Astatus cych)
C m ak o An sui er A an sm er ( a c c e o t)) )
(p query2
((Context ^status' query 2) <context>>
((Ansuier Aanswer <> why) XAnswerV)'
.
(«rite Ihour Schedule Confidence-factor|))
/ explain rules direct answers to user question 
(p explain
((Context /status cycle) <context>>
{(Answer ^answer why) <Ans«er>)
■ • * * >  ■ ■
(write (crlf) !Cycling units way be uneconowicei.|)
(write (crlf) |If cycling units are founds rerun schedule |) 
(write (crlf) !with cycling units outaged and coapare costf) 
(write (crlf) (crlf) !Strike any key to continue! (crlf))
(bind <dummy> (accept))
(modify <context> Astatus question)(removie CAnswer>))
(p explain^
<(Context Astatus confidence) <context>>
C(Answer Aanswer why) <Answer>>
- — > ;
(write (crlf) JThe confidence factors for each hour are an |) (write (crlf) !indication of the maintenance scheduler's!) (write (crlf) !certainty that the committed units will be available|)
(write (crlf) (crlf) IStrike any key to '-continue! Cerlf3 ) 
(bind <dummy> (accept))
(modify <context> Astatue query?)
(modify <Answer>Aanseer duemy))
Cycling rules check schedule data for cycling units
(p on-cycling
(Context Astatus cycle)
(Answer /answer << TES Tes y Y yes >> )
(Unit-data Aid <id> Atype ct)
(Unit—status Aid <id> Ahour <hour> Aprev—hour Xprev> 
Astatus on)
(Unit-status ;/id <id> Ahour <prev> Astatus off 
"/duration <<duration> < 3>)
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" v . . . . . . . . —
. /S'-'- -l • •
( u i r i t ©  ( c r l f )  ( c r l f )  ( C o m b u s t i o n  u n i t  j < i d >  j i s  c y c l i n g  
h o u r  J < h o u r > )  .
( k r i t  a ( c r l f )  j Recommend  t n i s  u n i t  b e '  o u t  a g e d  i f  
o o s s i b l ©  \ )
(^3ke Cycle Auni t  <id> Ahour <h6ur>))
( p  . Vf  ! - . c y c l i n g
(Context -status cycle),
(inseer -ansiier << tes fas y y y9S >> )
(Unit-data a x«j <io> -type ct)
(unit-status -id <id> -hour <hour> -prev-hour <prev>
: Astatus off) v  ... D
(Unit-status - id,. <id> .-hour . <pre v> -status on -duration 
(<duration> < 3>)
fcrif) I Combustion unit j <id> | iscycling in T
; u ■ I <hpur>) ,
j =f®cp*»ehd this unit be outaged if possible!) 




jlH*f»**:;AStatus cycle) <cont#xt>f 
(Ansaer -anseer «  f£S Yas y Y yes »  I 
“(Cycle)
*”> ■ i V ,
|No cycles present!)
(erite (crlf) (crlf) jStrike Sny key t o f c o n t i n u e r C c r l f ) ) -  
(bind <dyni*y> (accept)) ,
Cmbdify ^contbxt> queryi))
ip^linis^d-cyciing''
CiiCbritext A3tatus cycle) <eontext>>
i  .. . . :
(modify <coni©xt> Astatus qu©ry2))
i g  eyeX ing-ch^ck-hot®«ahted 
C(Cpnt>xt Astatua cycle) <context>>
C(Answer Aans«er << NO Nb H no h >>) <ans*er>>
; V V ' ■ V i - ■ D = Tf . j- • . :■ . . . =(modify <cootext> ^status qu©ry2)
(»rite (crlf) |okj)
(remove <aris«©p>))
T1Vl "TvT ‘ : "V V VffT:"
■ .• A",: v •
■; .Confidence .rules calculpte, confidence factor D' 
' for unit availability after maintenance outages
(p confindence-checktv DVv, y,'~- -
'fiCenfext -status confidence) <contekt>>
(Ahsiier -Snsier << n no N No NO >> )
.; . v . v , i
(lo^ify <context> -status finished)
(write (crlf) jok-endj))
''VD ' ',v'T'r: :,v-r --T-- - D V  - j , f r  ' : : ;t  ’ d v .•V
( o C o n f i n d a n c a - c h a c k 2 
{(Context ■‘status confidence) <context>>
CAnsuar << r y r,s 'T = S yas >> )
CCSchad ‘hour <hour> ,) <Sched>).
CCOutaga-factors ‘hour <hour> ) <0ut>>
:------- >
Ciiaka Schadtauo ‘hour <hour> ‘schad Csubstr
. . . . ■ '. . <Schad> scnad inf))Cuaka Outagatau0 ‘hour <hour> ‘cf-list CSubstr <0ut>
cf-list inf) ) )
Cp calc-confidanca-factorl 
CCCbntext ‘status confidence > <context>>
CCSchadtamo ‘hour <hour> ^schad 1) <Sched>}
CCUnitUst ‘hour <hour> ‘id-list <id» <Unit» 
CCOutagatamp ‘hour <hour> *cf-list «cf> O  nil» <0ut» 
CCConfidanca-factor ‘hour <hour> ‘cf-schad C<cf-schad> > 
\(Worst unit <id> Ahour <hour>) <Worst>>
Cmodify <Worst> ‘unit <id> ‘hour <hour>)
Cmodify <CF> ‘cf-total <cf>)
Cmodify <Sched> ‘schao Csubstr <Schad> 5 inf) nil) 
Cmodify <Unit> ‘id-list Csubstr <Unit> 5 inf) nil) 
Cuodify <Out> ‘cf-list Csubstr <Out> 4 inf) nil))
Cp calc-confidanca-factor2 
CCContaxt ‘status confidanca ) <contaxt»
CCSchadtamp ‘hour <hour> ‘schad 0) <$chad>>
UOutagatamp ^hour <hour> ‘cf-list <<cf> O  nil}) <Out»
(modify <Sched> ‘schad (substr <$ched> 5 inf) nil) 
(modify <Out> ‘cf-list (substr <Out> 4 inf) nil))
; Claanup removes morking memory elements no longer needed
Cp cleanup






CCContaxt ‘status confidanca ) <contaxt>>
CCSthadtamp ‘hour 1 ) <stamp>>
C(Outagataap) <otemp>}
.. — >





* Print rules -handle printing of schedule and conf idanci factors
<p prinfsched
(Context /status print )
- •( Schedtafnp )
t (5chad Ahour <bpgr> Ai<ark un.flarxed). <$ched>>
(Confidanca-factor Ahour <hour> Acf-total <cf>)
, '(Afs.#of Aans«ir y )
’ ■ >^>
Uobify <Sched> U ark ^arkad)
’ Uriti U r I O - I  I <hour> J J Csubstr <Sch*d>' Ychid inf) j 
,1 <cf>)) - '
<9- print-$ch«<?2
Ufontext "status print ) <cpntext>>
- CSched "Aark unmarked)
— >  . . . . . .  . ......... . ■ ,  _  „ . v , ;. ■ ,
(write (crif) (crif) (Confidence factors for this Schaduia 
are acceptablyj)
(writa Ccrlf) JEnd of sassion|>
Cmodity <conte*t> "status finished))
(P print-schadS
(Cdnfidence-factor "hour <hour> *cf-totai -C<cf> <* .$>)
C (Context "statUf print ) <eontaxt>>
~ CSchad "mark unSarkfd)
{(Answer Aans*ar y) <ahsi«r> >
— > :
Cwrita Ccrlf)) (write Ccrlf)) Cwrita Ccrlf)) Cwrita Ccrif))
Cwrita Ccrif)) Cwrita Ccrlf)) Cwrita Ccrlf)) Cwrita (crif))
Cirita (crif) (Availability of units scheduled for hour | <hour>) 
Cttrita Ccrlf) (is lass than SO? cartainh
(writa (crif) (crif) jEntar "rerun" if you wish to try to find 
snlccaptfblei). .
Cwrite (crif) (schedule with higher unit availabilty confidence 
levels));
(writa (crif) (otherwise enter no|(crif))
Uodify <answer> "anSwSr (accept)))
. ' . ■ ■ _ .
) end halts program if no further information is aantad
<P .nd
.(Answer ^answer no); ;
CCContaxt "status print ) <context>)
Ynodify <cont*xt> Astaius finished))
; Rorun potion Is callod in rosporisi to usir request 




' •ark unmarked)" CSch«o •:->
Caodify <Cbntext> ■ *s.tatus'-clear> >
Cp cIaarrdatal
<CCont«xt /status clear) <context» CCUn^t-status) <us>> XI '
Croaovo <us>))
Co clear-data2 


















CContext -status clear) 
CCOutage-factors) <0>>
Creaove <0>))
I  ^  fi ? al f inishe ' and calls external 
I schedule data
s clearing working meaory 
function "dp" which generates new
Cp final-clear
- CUnit-status) ■ “ CCycle)
” CSched)
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•  ( Con  f i d e  nc e - f a c  t o r )
- COutage-factors)
—  >
(write Ccrlf)) (write Ccr If)) (writ® Cerlf)) (writ® Ccrlf)) 
. ( wr i t * ?  C c r l f  ) l G e n e r a t i n ;  n.aw s c h a d u l  9 | )
( w r i t e  C c r l f ) , )  ( w r i t ®  C c r l f ) - )  ( w r i t ®  ( c r l f ) ) .  ( w r i t e  ( c r l f ) )  
( b i nd;  <duHm;y.> C d p J l  
ClH o c i f y  <c on t e  x t> A i  t a t w s d a t a ) )
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(vector-attribute sched cf-list list)
Cliteralwe Merge list)
Cliteralize Kount count)
Cliteralize Context status hour num)
Cliteralize Outage-factors hour cf-list)
C I i terali ze Qutaqetemp hour cf-list)
Cliteralxze Confidence-factor hour cf — total)
CliteTalize Maxvalues value numunits)
Clitet o Iizp Count count)
Cliteralize Answer answer)
Cliteralize Unit-data id type)
Cliteralize Unit—status id hour prev—hour status duration) 
CliteTaiwe Cycle unit hour)
Cliteralize Sched hour mark sched)
Cliteralize Schedtemp hour sched)
(sake Maxvaluts“ ‘wa-luf 5 Amj§units 4)
Caaka Schad ‘hour I “ffrk; unm*rkfd *sehadt I I; T t) 
Caaka Schad “hour 2 “mark unmarked “sehfcj/ t 1 I Q? 
Caaka Schad “hour 1 ‘mark unmarkad Asched 1 1 1 0) 
Cmaka Outaga-faetprs ‘hour 1 A = f"list .5 .7 3: . 6 ? 
CrnaHa Q ut|^a-factors “hqur 2 “cf-Hst t 4  V  ??. 
Cmaka 'Qutf^frfactjiirs 3 “cf^list 1 .3. 1 1)
Cmaka Cpcjf idanep-f fetor “hour 1 fcf-t.otal T),.
Cmaka Confidanca-factpr Ano;ur 2 ^cf-totai ?J 
Cmaka C ohf idpn cf-f a c tar tiijur 3 Ac f t qtaf' t) '
Cmaka Unit-data Aid 1, “t^p? ct) 
Cm|ka Uhit-csata “id 2 “typa ct)
\ -  typa ct)
Cmaka Unit-data Aid 4 Atypa ct)
aM-* *hour 3 v0P»y-h^ur. 2 ^ftftus^on AdS4rftio«V 1) .
r*lkf Unit-status Aid 4 “'Qpur 2 “prev-hour 2 Astatus on “djMPf’tion 0) 
Cmaka Uoit-s.t|tu3 .Ai.d 4 ‘hour I “states -Off Ad u r f I i .
Hrf1“?1rptus “id 0 ‘hour 3 ‘orev-hour 2 “status on “ducatf-on0)
ffftca. Unit-status “id 3 “tjour 2 “prav-hp^r 1 “StatiiS pff “deration 2)
* H  ? ^<?V|Q:.r “ s f f t u s  Off >a<pr|t iprv ';2>:' .'
Afr ? “hour 3 “orov-hour 2 “status off- “duration 1)
Unit-Status “id % ‘hour 2 “prav-'hptjr .1 “status pff “ duration 0).
ynH"?t^tu? “id. 2 “hour 1 “Status on “duration 0)
Cmaka Unit-status “id I “hoyr 3 “prev-lipHr ? “status on ‘duration 5)
Cmaka Unit-status “id 1 ‘hour 2 “prev-houh 1 “status on “duration 4)
Cmaka Unit-status “id 1 “hour I “status on “duration 3)
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({(•fun I o a d d a t a  faxpr C c o w p o n e n t s )  C S v a l u a  Ccf)))
Cdefun cf C)
Cload ' d a t a f i l e ) )
Cdefun d o . faxor; Cco.noonents)
CSva l u e  Cdaepae)))
Cdafun d <? a o a a O  
CorogO
Cf f 3 sI "ftast.o" "_ffoo_" ' f r o o)
Cr sturn Cffoo))))
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Appendix D - FORTRAN Dynamic Programming Source Listing
program ri p ( numuh i t s » )
c ommon c omb i na t i on s ( humun i t s » numun i t s ) > ufi hd ow < b our * n umun i t s )
common t h r e s h o l d  (hour,  r.umunits ). g oVerago ( hour, numuni t s ) 
common s tar t up( numuni t s ) : max  
i n t e g e r  c nn T i g ( 40* 5  )» d i g i t
C dp r e t u r n s  a u n i t  edmmii im*nt s c hedul e  us i ng  a c Stitar ds
doHamie ^rodr^mming. I t  reads  in data from f i l e  ' dpdat # '  and 
f de t e r mi n e s  d u n i t  committment schedul e  which i t  s t o r e s  in f i l e  
c i rhPctuie '  
c
r I n i t i a l i i a t i n n  s e c t i o n :
c Cbhfig -  i s  an index i n d i c a t i n g  a p o s s i b l e  combinat i on  o f  u n i t s  
c
C d i s p a t c h ( c o n f i g >  -  i s  a s ubr o ut i n g  which runs an opt imal  d i s p a t c h  for  
c the  c ombi nat i on  ' c o n f i g '  and r e t u r n s  the  cos t ,
c ' " , . .
C  m i n c o s t (hour* c onf i g vpr e v > -  f unc t i o n  which r e t u r n s  the minimum c o s t  
C path to  c b n f i g
c c o s t ( hour *cb n f i g ) -  i s  an arraq which ho l ds  the  t o t a l  minimum c o s t
c to  reach a c o n f i g u r a t i o n  in a g i v e n  hour.
C T V p r e v -  index o f  the c o n f i g  in t h e  pr e v i o u s  hour which g i v e s  
C ■ . '
c ? bacfePb i n t e r ( hbur#c onf i g ) — holds  the i ndex  of  the  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  in
r, the  p r e v i o u s  hour which r e s u l t s  in the  minimum c o s t  path to  
c t h e  c u r r e n t  c o n f i g
c bod O
c ' .
C ; • ■.
c Generate  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  array
t . .
numyni t ? = 3
max comb = 2»#nu/nunit5 -  I
do 20 i = . Imaxcpmb 
If r >  a» c o m b
do 2 j “ nupiuni t s - i *  0 * - I  
d i g i t  V= i n U  )
k -  mod(fe#2*ej)
e p n f i g <i * numunit s  ~ J ) ~ d i g i t  
2  rnht i nyp
w r i t e  (6* 16) ( c on f I g U  .■ k ) ,  K =  I? numuni t s ) 
16 f o r m a t (3 i I )
2 0  c o n t i n u e
max c omb = 2#>numunits
do I i -  I*max comb
J = a b s / i -max com)
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do 2 i n d e x - I , numuni t s 
i 2  = 2 * * index
3 config ( index ) -= modi j. i S )
I r n n t i n o p
c Tind f i r s t  hour b e s t  c o n f i g u r a t i o n
hour = I
do S i  = I to t h r e s ho l d  
c on f T g ( i ) = I 
3 c o n t i n u e
do 30 i -  I to  numgroups 
do 20 'j • * I to  uiindoui(i)
d o  1 0  k =  I to uii nd ouip tr  ( j ) 
cnnf ig( l f> — I 
10 c o n t i n u e
20 c o n t i n u e
9 0  c o n t i n u e
c Find second hour c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  and backpointers 
hour =? 2
c Find remaining hourly configurations and backpointers
do 100 hour = 3 to 24 
do SO c on fig * I to max 
cost = dispatch<config)
c ost ( houtvconf i g ) =mincost(hour-1, config# cost) 
backpointer(hour,config)= prevf?0 continue
100 c o n t i n u e
c Schedul e  completed -  Find s c he du l e  and t o t a l  s c h e d u l e  c o s t  
C c ^ i S u ^ ^ o -  > retUrnS the  c o n f i ^u r a t i o n  # Of the  c h e a p e s t  24th hour 
c • -
c o n f i g  = m i n ( c o s t (24,  ?))  
t o t a l  c o s t  = c o s t (24.  c o n f i g )
:sch'edul_e(.24)' - c o n f i g  
do 1 1 0  hour = 23 to I
c o n f i g  5= bac kpoin t er  ( hour f I, c o n f i g  ) 
s c h e du l e ( h o ur )  = c o n f i g  
ItO continue








f ijj.nr,t i n n • rf i sp'atch 1 COrif i t f -  r e t u r n s  the t b t i l  product  i on c a i t  
nf  HistfatCfrrriq the combinat i on o f  UiMts  ' criri f i f ' .
u ri i t s i s  ;a 2dim ar t  ay wi th fowc- corrg  s p ond i n g t o t h e p o s s i fr 11 
• comb in* t i.crns. of  u n i t s  and columns c orres pondi ng  to  i n d i v i d u a l  
u n i t s  An entry  of  I -iritfi c'l'tl# u n i t  to be comfliited* O not  Committed.
function d i i p d i i t i  (c-8'ftx$ iq > .■
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